
Meet Three Scientologists Who Are Moving
Forward Creating the Future Despite the
Pandemic

Using a virtual reality headset, clients can see exactly

how it will be to walk into the new home Ping

designs.

Scientologists share their stories on the

Scientology Network with new videos

added daily on DIRECTV Channel 320 and

streaming online at

Scientology.tv/atHome.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, March 8, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In Taipei, Taiwan,

Scientologist and interior designer Ping

Ting helps his clients grasp exactly

what it will be like to live in one of the

homes he designs. He also encourages

them to contribute to the designing

process by giving them access to his

work as he goes along. 

And when they tour their future

homes, his clients can experience every

detail before its construction begins.

Ping Ting makes this possible by having them wear VR headsets, so they can be certain that the

design is exactly what they want. Communication is an essential element in his creative process,

which results in greater affinity and reality, as covered the book Scientology: The Fundamentals

of Thought by L. Ron Hubbard. Watch Scientology: The Fundamentals of Thought book on film

on the Scientology Network.

Also covered in Scientology: The Fundamentals of Thought is the central role creativity plays in

every aspect of existence, something Ildikó Debreczeni of Szolnok, Hungary, incorporates into

her work. 

She owns a company that creates intricate custom-designed costumes for opera, ballet and

theatrical productions. Ildikó demonstrates the extra care she takes in designing what she refers

to as “work clothes” for performers. This allows them to be comfortable and at ease in their

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.scientology.tv/series/scientologists-at-home/clips/virtual-reality-with-ping-ting-home-116b3d04
https://www.scientology.tv/series/scientologists-at-home/clips/virtual-reality-with-ping-ting-home-116b3d04
https://www.scientology.tv/series/scientologists-at-home/clips/all-singing-all-dancing-home-with-ildiko-6d7e2b07


Hungarian Scientologist and designer Ildikó

Debreczeni puts performers at ease by designing

comfortable costumes.

A vivacious photographer shares her love of nature

with the images she captures.

apparel. 

Creativity also informs the work of

Stefania, a photographer from Padova,

Italy, whose beautiful photographs

feature nature at its best. She shares

her passion with a selection of

delightful photographs.

Scientologists@home is an original

series featured on the Scientology

Network. Created at the start of the

pandemic as a worldwide platform for

Scientologists to connect and share

how they’re staying safe and making

the most of their time at home during

the lockdown, Scientologists@home

gradually added stories of people

getting back to work, and now going

back to church. The videos are also

available on the Scientology website at

Scientology.org/daily-connect.

Since launching on Scientology

Network and the Daily Connect

website, the Scientologists@home

series has exploded in popularity, with

people from over 400 cities and 50

countries around the world, ages 5 to

85, submitting their videos.

The upbeat and optimistic tone to each

video is punctuated with Scientologists

sharing how they’ve been studying and

applying LRH Technology from a

number of books and courses, at home

or at work, to improve their lives.

The Scientology Network was launched

by Mr. David Miscavige, ecclesiastical

leader of the Scientology religion, on

March 12, 2018. Since then, it has been

viewed in 240 countries and territories

in 17 languages. Satisfying the curiosity

https://www.scientology.tv/series/scientologists-at-home/clips/stefanias-stunning-portraits-home-ea80b89a


of people about Scientology, the network takes viewers across six continents, spotlighting the

everyday lives of Scientologists, showing the Church as a global organization, and presenting its

social betterment programs that have touched the lives of millions worldwide. The network also

showcases documentaries by independent filmmakers who represent a cross-section of cultures

and faiths, but share a common purpose of uplifting communities.

Broadcast from Scientology Media Productions, the Church’s global media center in Los Angeles,

the Scientology Network is available on DIRECTV Channel 320 and can be streamed at

scientology.tv, on mobile apps and via the Roku, Amazon Fire and Apple TV platforms.
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